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2019-2020 annual report
Until the pandemic forced us to stop meeting in person in March 2020 we ran
groups in Devizes, Bradford on Avon, Trowbridge, Marlborough, Pewsey and
Melksham for frail, isolated older people. We ran a total of 172 sessions this
financial year, 8 fewer than in a normal year. Within a week of closing the
groups we turned around our service to one of postal, on line and telephone
support, ensuring that members, volunteers and staff have stayed creative
and connected.

What we do
“Arts Together is about the potential of old age – not just the
problems.” (Member). Since 2000 we have worked with frail, isolated older
people living in the community in rural Wiltshire. We use professional arts
activities in small friendly groups to counteract the damage to physical and
mental health caused by extreme loneliness. When we first meet members
most are at a crossroads in their lives. They are losing confidence to cope day
to day. If nothing changes they risk losing their remaining independence.
Our six groups offer professional art projects which provide interest,
stimulation, friendship and fun to people many of whom had previously sat
alone staring at the wall waiting to die. Crucially we provide the essential
practical and emotional support that enables everyone to participate fully
whatever their disability, so can include people whose needs are too complex
for other local groups.
We bring members into a world of creativity and they discover “Being an artist
can be whatever you want it to be.” (Conrad Shawcross RA) Ultimately we help
members recover their resilience and confidence to re-connect with their
communities and deal with everyday issues that previously fazed them.

“I now want to be part of the world. I didn’t before I joined.”
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Our members
Our 72 members are frail and live with conditions including dementia,
Parkinson’s, sight/hearing loss, depression, MS and limited mobility, which
make most of them dependent on others for their basic needs. Many cannot
go out unassisted. All have experienced loss – of family, friends, their health,
role and independence. Unable to go out and join in, they became ‘lost to
sight’ and can be very hard to reach. When they first join, members are often
withdrawn and fearful after long periods alone and need intensive support to
leave the security of home. Most are referred to us by agencies such as Mental
Health Teams, Care Coordinators, Hospitals and other charities such as
Alzheimer’s Support and Age UK.
There are few, if any, social opportunities in Wiltshire for people this frail.
Nothing compares with the inspirational activities and support we offer. “I
love to see a group of older people who are not being given 'second best'.”
Carer
We have developed our approach over 21 years so everyone enjoys creating
art that is uniquely and satisfyingly their own. Their week again has focus,
they make new friends and their confidence and zest for life return.

The Art
Our art is not what most people expect from the elderly. We publicise
members’ achievements using exhibitions and the media, hoping to dispel
public misconceptions about the needs, interests and lowly aspirations of
older people. Ultimately we aim to influence decisions by commissioners and
providers of services for the elderly. “I get a great sense of achievement,

at things I didn’t know I could achieve. I know I can do it now,
wouldn’t know if I wasn’t here. It’s a revelation.”
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We usually run 180 sessions a year, 30 per group. Each group takes part in 6
varied projects. When groups closed in March members took their work home
to complete. The projects we ran were:
•

Monet Landscapes

•

Fundamentals of drawing (apples – more thrilling than you would
imagine and much loved)

•

Silk painted Arts Together banner

•

Re-imagined shoes

•

Mosaics

•

Surprising Soaps

•

Felting

•

Clay Icons

•

Screen printing – new skills for most with a lot of finely timed activity

•

Re-imagined handbags

•

Folding moon book/river book

•

Hundertwasser-style houses

The projects were chosen and adapted in response to each group’s interests
and needs which alter over time. We share results and comments on our
Website and social media.
“Can be very stressful trying to make it (a project) accessible for
everyone. Lots of different needs to come up with a project that
everyone can take part in. Lot of work that goes into preparation to
make it work. Responsibility. Really nice when you get positive feedback
as you know that you have done a good job. If I am not sure I will ask
the volunteers.” (Artist)
We recruited three new artists partly to introduce new skills but also to
replace artists who moved away, retired or were on maternity leave. These
artists introduced new painting techniques, fabric work and re-introduced silk
screen printing.
Apart from the sheer joy of creating, our members learnt new skills and
techniques, stretched their imaginations, learnt about artists and artistic
movements, shared experiences and helped and encouraged each other. Many
carried on or started new work at home in their own time. For a while they
were not ‘just old people’ looking back to the past but were talented
individuals creating their own present.

“There are lots of clubs for lunch and bingo, but there’s no art,
nothing special.”
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Silk painting squares for a new Arts Together banner

“Helps your hands and brain”
“You do things you could never have thought of”

Building Hundertwasser-style
houses

“It does help me at home too. I get ideas for things to do and
when I try and work out how to do them I think ‘What would Arts
Together do?’ and I work it out for myself”
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Painting apples

Screen printing

“I learnt it’s not a photo. Its art!”
Re-imagined shoes

“When I’m here my mind is totally
absorbed and I’m relaxed and
concentrating on doing stuff with my
hands”
“You do things you could never have
thought of”
“We’ve all gone through the phase in

our lives where we have families to
look after and loved ones to care for
and it’s all about looking after others.
When that role changes you have to
start doing stuff for you. It feels selfindulgent at first but it is important.”
“My body is old but my mind isn’t.”
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Clay Icons – not quite what the artist first envisaged.
“I have more

confidence. If I’m
going to do
drawing I will
decide what I want
to do and just draw
it!”
“My brain deserves
more than tiddly
winks!”

Folding books – a river’s journey
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Re-imagined
handbags.
Yes, one is a frog

Painting and
sculpting with
plasticine

Left – Soap
(yes honestly)

Right –
assemblages
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“Overall health is
going downhill, but
Arts Together is really
something to look
forward to, creating,
new skills and good
company rather than
loads of medication”

Workshop
We held our biennial workshop for volunteers, artists, staff and trustees in
February 2020. Thirty Arts Together people attended. The morning session
‘Building Personal Resilience’ was run by Bird Consultancy. In the afternoon
we ran hands on arts sessions for attendees to experience and discuss
creativity with various disabilities. As always, it was a very busy and noisy
event.

“Enjoyed the presentation – food for thought”
“Love the venue, like chatting to other volunteers. Productive day,
Interesting exercise”
“Thanks for a great day - so good to meet old friends and new
AT-ers. Feisty lot!”
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Community Connections
The purpose of our Community Connections programme is twofold. We aim to
find more ‘hard to reach’ members by being present at community events,
such as the Devizes Wellbeing day. With few networking opportunities
nowadays these events allow us to catch up with other agencies and share
news as well as meet people who may be caring for or know of potential new
members who are off the radar. We have also long realised that we must
decrease our dependency on grant funding and increasingly we run events in
order to raise funds.
This year we raised £24,291 in
donations and from our local
fundraising events: a barn dance, grand
raffle, sale of goods donated by artists
at the Lions Devizes May Fayre and at
Great Cheverell Christmas Fair. Our
champions also supported us with
events such as a jazz evening, open
garden with cake, a donation from their
employer and a coastal marathon for
which we are very grateful.

The Trowbridge group designed a t-shirt for Care Coordinator Amanda’s
coastal marathon in aid of Arts Together. Big thank you Amanda
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During the Barn Dance we placed pencils and pens on the tables and invited
participants to try some table top graffiti. These are a few of the many results
An appraisal of our efforts this year confirmed the review in 2015, that we are
more successful in raising funds when other people do it for us.

Other events

Town Councillor, Jennie Parker, visited our
Bradford on Avon group and had an invigorating
time.
We gave talks to Zurich Swindon, Marlborough
Lions, Friends of Savernake Hospital AGM and
Marlborough Open Studios.
Wiltshire Museum and Arts Together collaborated
on a planned joint project around a forthcoming
Ravilious exhibition. This has now been
postponed until 2021.
Marlborough Open Studios adopted us as their
charity, the first they have ever adopted.
Trowbridge group volunteers held summer craft
sessions for those who lived nearby.

Melksham group held a painting picnic at Lacock Abbey. They actually got
some work done.
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Painting with Plasticine

Arts Together Wellbeing
A normal part of our safeguarding role is telephone support for any member
who needs it. Often members need a listening ear when they feel low but we
also help them access help for care or practical needs. This ensures not only
that members are safe, but that they are able to continue to attend their
groups and benefit from being creative.

Activity 2019 – 2020
Wellbeing contacts with a group member are usually by ‘phone and can take
from 5 minutes to 1 hour. These contacts are triggered either by the members
themselves or by group volunteers who signal a concern. Referral or liaison is
action we take to connect the member with an appropriate service, or
sometimes with relatives. This is only done with the member’s permission.
A total of 661 contacts and 131 referrals were made during this year, helping
70 members. Membership of groups over the year totalled 78. Maximum
membership at any one time is 72 but fluctuated as 9 members died and 5
moved into care homes or end of life care. New members have joined and we
were in the process of recruiting more when groups closed.
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Many of these contacts are when members sink into a spell of depression.
Regular calls help them to ‘offload’ and encourage them to keep in touch with
people. Frequent issues are hospital stays and rehab, bullying where they live
(sheltered housing), adjusting to deteriorating health, and problems with
family. Other issues difficult to deal with are email, doorstep or postal scams.
Eight referrals were made for safeguarding reasons including four ambulance
call outs, one serious mental health episode, one member temporarily missing,
and two very sick. Other issues included bereavement (loss of partner or
child), two who were given wrong medications and had difficulty correcting
them, flood, builders, alcoholism and non-receipt of allowance.
Of increasing concern is the number of members who won’t even try to
contact their GP because of the stress involved. Hence we do it for them if
they allow.
Referrals and liaison were to agencies such Children and young people's
mental health services (CAMHS), Alzheimer’s Support, Carers’ Support, Local
government offices, CAB, the Bobby Van, Great Western and Savernake
Hospitals and adult mental health support charities.
They have all kept attending their groups and we strongly believe this is due
to the attention they get and the sense that ‘someone cares’. This is supported
by feedback in our annual evaluation where members often state how
important this is.

Our Volunteers

Without our volunteers none of this would have been possible. Apart from
shopping, preparing the venue and clearing up they support the members
throughout – explaining, holding things still or straight, guiding, making sure
materials are within reach and listening.
They are the backbone of every group, the first line of defence for
safeguarding issues, and the source of much joy, encouragement support and
comfort for all the members
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How we know if our approach worked
We monitor our work throughout the year, using feedback from members,
artists and volunteers, which enables us to see what works best and adapt
future projects accordingly. We also collect comments from relatives, carers
and our partner agencies. Our annual evaluations are comprehensive and
enable us to adapt and develop our services as well as to capture the
difference we make in people’s lives. However the impact on people who
previously sat staring at the wall, is demonstrated most vividly amidst the
bustle of group sessions: how they care for and help each other; the
willingness to ‘have a go’ no matter how scary projects first seem; the total
silence of intense concentration and the noisy chatter, laughter and pride at
what they create. “You give us wings and let us fly” (Member)

Arts Together Evaluation 2019
We held focus group discussions at all 6 groups and also provided forms for
people to fill in at home if they preferred. This allowed for members who were
hard of hearing or who did not like speaking in a group, and also for those
thoughts one has later on. In the group discussion members were asked to
vote on each topic. The same topics were addressed in each method. A total of
66 members took part and 6 others were off sick.
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What they told us
(For our full report please contact us)
91% said they learnt new skills, developed new interests or felt more
stimulated

• I am pleased with my memory when I learn things here. We did soap
ages ago and when we did it again I remembered all the processes.
It’s really nice learning new things.
Note - we have several members who are artists but had stopped for various
reasons. Their return to art meant that they built confidence to be creative
again, rather than learnt new skills.
85% did creative activities at home

• It does help me at home too. I get ideas for things to do and when I
try and work out how to do them I think ‘What would Arts Together
do?’ and I work it out for myself
Note – some said no space at home, others prefer doing creative things with
other people, need stimulation or they do nothing, painful arthritis limited
what they could do without help
85% said their confidence or self-esteem had improved

• I have always wanted to join the Embroidery Guild but never felt I
would be good enough. After learning new things at Arts Together I
felt able to try. I had two one day workshops and I managed well.
Thanks to Arts Together for this.
• Confidence has improved and I feel like the old me.
Note – confidence dips after health or other crisis.
59% felt more able to make decisions or cope better with issues at home

• By talking with other members and the volunteers, my ability to make
choices/decisions has once again improved since my accident
• Life is so complicated these days
Note - some had relatives who made decisions for them, others had little
scope to make any choices.
77% felt their well-being had improved, less depression, less pain and anxiety

• I used to be depressed nearly all the time at home but now I’m not
• It gives you the incentive to get out of bed and get ready. Such a good
thing
Note – physical health downturns were hard to cope with, but mental health
often improved
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88% felt a sense of belonging, had made strong new friendships or were more
aware of what was happening in their community

• When I arrive and open the door I can feel the love all around
• You can talk about it here, some things you can’t talk about with
relatives, but here you can
Note- Some (4) were new to the groups.
51.5% felt better able to cope with getting older and felt they were living a
worthwhile life

• I wake Thursday full of anticipation at getting away for a morning –
also take more care in dressing. Not like at home, any old thing will
do! My world had shrunk to what I could see from my windows.
•

We’re growing old disgracefully

Note – Dips in health were challenging and took time to build confidence and
coping strategies. Coping with getting older often related to increased
disability or changing circumstances which took time to accept and adapt to.

Finally we think these comments sum up Arts Together pretty well:
•

Arts Together is like a family, lots of warmth. Such a nice feeling you take
home with you when you are on your own. There’s nice people, everyone
talks and you go home exhausted. It’s the people who make it.

•

The activities are great. We all have worked together, not just sat around a
table trying to unite. We have been very welded, men and women, and I’ve
looked forward to every meeting. It’s extremely friendly, good chat and
lovely lunch.

And from our consultation with Volunteers, Artists and Carers:
•

Although when members arrive they are often talking about aches and
pains this is soon forgotten once they have refreshments and start the
project. Members know they can speak confidentially to the Hub Manager
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and will get ongoing support with anything that is bothering them,
sometimes just expressing generally to the group how they are feeling gets
it out of their system and things don’t seem so worrying.
•

This is the only social activity which she has within a group despite living
in sheltered housing. She is treated very equally here. She needs extra
assistance but she has the opportunity to get on with things herself. She
will carry on doing her project without support. It has improved her selfesteem as she dresses for sessions rather than her usual ‘just got out of
bed’ look. There are lots of challenges for her but has stayed consistent
with the group for 15 years. She turns up early. Now she helps to set up
and will help with projects, now knows when sessions are and doesn't have
to be reminded.

•

Really really nice when you see people do something which they are really
proud of and they have surprised themselves. It’s nice to think that can
happen at any age
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Who we are
Arts Together Structure
Trustees
Organisation
Manager

Hub manager
West

Hub manager
East

Project
support

Admin
Assistant

Arts Together People
Trustees
Yvonne Maunder
Chair
Valerie Burford
Treasurer/ Member rep
Julia Warin
Artist rep
Trevor Bale
Disability
Angela Robinson
Safeguarding lead/ Volunteer rep
We gained a new trustee this year, our new treasurer and member
representative
Karolyne Fudge-Malik
Jeff Pigott
Belinda Chandler
Sharon Tuttle
Volunteer adviser/ fundraiser
Margaret Cleverley
Group Volunteers
Alison Yare
Angela Robinson
Angie Besant
Carol Harris
Carol Rensch
Clare Gore
Clifton ‘Knati’ Powell
Frances Simmons
Gerda Macdonald
Gina Edwards
Ian McDonald
Jane Greenwood
Jo Newton
Julia McNeill

Contracted Staff
Organisation Manager/Hub Manager West
Project Support
Hub Manager East
Admin Assistant

Community Connections
helpers
Alison Yare
Ian McDonald
Fi Redmond
Jane Scott
Janet Mclean
Julia Warin
Juliet Keel
Karin Kennedy
Leonie Watson
Rachel Heard
Tim Jerrett
Yvonne Maunder
The Chandlers
The Pigotts
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Artists
Clifton (Knati) Powell
Hannah Carding
Jane Scott
Jeff Pigott
Jennie Gilling
Joanna Dewfall
Karen Pigott
Karin Kennedy
Leonie Watson
Paul Oakley
Sue Martin
Suzie Gutteridge

Juliet Keel
Kate Rule
Pamela Brigden
Ruth Hepworth
Tim Jerrett
Wendy O’Grady

And many other friends

Money
Income
Our total income this year was £103,575. We raised £24,291 from donations
and local fundraising events. The remainder of our income, £79,284, was from
charitable grants £10,000 of which was transferred to reserves as restricted
grant funds for the following two years. We hold a further £5,045 in reserves
as designated funds in case of the charity’s closure.
We are extremely grateful to the following funders for their support:
Marlborough Town Council

Syder Foundation

Trowbridge Town Trust

Bath Building Society

Walter Guinness Charitable Trust

Ashley Family Foundation

Ray Harris Charitable Trust

Lions Devizes

The Edith Lilian Harrison 2000 Foundation

St James Trust

29th may 1961 Charitable Trust

Seedbed

Melksham Without Parish Council

Norrie Trust

Lions Marlborough

Lloyds Bank Foundation

Allen lane Foundation

Zurich Community Trust

Trowbridge Town Council

The Frognal Trust

Samuel William Farmer Trust

Ammco Charitable Trust

Edward Gostling Foundation

Garfield Weston Foundation

Sir Jules Thorn Charitable Trust/Ann Rylands

Wiltshire Community Foundation

We also received donations from Pewsey Carnival, Gaiger Bros, Masterserve,
Waitrose, Pewsey Tea Rooms, Friends of Oxford Botanical Gardens, Manor
Court Residents and Fat Dads.
Many people ran events to raise funds for us and we warmly thank Amanda
Girdler for her Coastal Marathon, Fred Briers and Jackie Kent for the Jazz
Evening and Thalia Race for the Open Garden with tea and cake.
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We also received an estimated £72,000 worth of in-kind support, such as
venues, subsidised carers, donated food and meeting venues.
We particularly wish to thank Wiltshire Farm Foods, Selwood Housing, Aster
Housing, Guinness Partnership, Mears Group carers, Carewatch, 34SP.com (for
free web hosting) and all those who give their time, effort and expertise (and
cake) to ensure the continuing success of Arts Together.
We received other help and support which is not included in our in-kind list
but which we are extremely grateful for. So a sincere thank you to:
Heidi York - for being our independent facilitator during our annual evaluation
Julia Warin for her on-going pot sales to raise funds for us
Jane Scott, Hannah Carding, Jennie Gilling and Fi Redmond who donated their
creations for sale at events
Sainsbury’s and Asda for donating food for our Barn Dance
National Trust – for entry and support for our members painting picnic
Erlestoke Prison inmates – for the hessian bags to use in screen printing
Lloyds Foundation – for the Enhance support which provided us with: CAF
workshops to review our fundraising strategy; BIRD resilience coaching for
Managers and a workshop for volunteers; 2 refurbished laptops; membership
of NCVO

Expenditure
Session Costs

£

Fees to Artists, Materials, Artist Travel, Lunches, Transport,
Volunteers’ expenses

36,843.72

Programme costs
Hub Management, Members Support, Project Support, Training,
Artist and Volunteer Support, Group Admin
Community Connections/ special projects

35,144.67

Organisation costs
Organisation Management, Organisation Costs, Trustee
Expenses, Project support, Admin,
Total expenditure

11,650.98
83,640.

Our costs were slightly lower than budgeted due to the early closure of the
groups
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Contact details
PO Box 4241, Edington, BA13 4WG
info@artstogether.co.uk
Charity no 1109432

artstogether.co.uk
facebook.com/artstogether
twitter.com/arts_together
Instagram.com/artstogether
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